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Excerpting the “Chun-qiu”: Case Studies of the Textual 
Parallel and Appropriation Phenomena in Transmitted 
and Excavated Texts

TSAI Ying-ying
Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica

Focusing on the early Chinese historiography, this article takes the 
Duoshiwei 鐸氏微 , which is believed to be an abridgment of the Chunqiu 
(Spring and autumn annals) and written by Chu education official Duojiao 鐸
椒 , as a starting point. Although the book is no longer existed; in the recent 
discussion of the nature of the Qinghua bamboo-slip manuscript Xinian 繫
年 and other distinct historical manuscripts, researchers tended to link these 
excavated texts to Duoshiwe. Therefore, in the second part, this article 
examines how early Chinese scholars quoted and excerpted the Chunqiu 
based on the Shiji 史記 and argued that the historical context of early Chinese 
manuscript culture required closer examination and more evidence before 
drawing a parallel between excavated texts and a long lost work. 

With two case studies in the third and fourth parts, this article compares 
anecdotes in the transmitted texts such as the Zuozhuan, Guoyu, and excavated 
texts Xinian, Yuegong qishi 越公其事 . In case study 1, the parallel text of the 
‘Xigui story’ in Xinian and Zuozhuan, the different rhetoric and discrepancies 
in interpretation indicates that it was impracticable to establish a direct 
relationship between the two texts. Moreover, in case study 2, through the 
comparison of similar discourse in the Guoyu and Yuegong qishi, this article 
describes the “appropriation of phrases,” which reveales the circulation of 
‘Wu-Yue story’ and its various adoption in different texts.

Keywords: Zuozhuan, Guoyu, Qinghua Bamboo Slip Xinian, Yuegong qishi, 
historical writing
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The Relationship between the Zhou xun 周訓 and 
Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 in the Context of the 
Late Warring States Period 1

Andrej FECH
Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Hong Kong Baptist University

In this article, I compare two lengthy parallel anecdotes found in 
the newly discovered manuscript Zhou xun 周訓 and the philosophical 
compendium from the late Zhanguo period, Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 . Based 
on this comparison, I argue that the authors of the Lüshi chunqiu borrowed 
from the Zhou xun. The techniques employed in incorporating the borrowed 
materials into the respective chapters proved to be virtually identical. Given 
that the materials under consideration appear in different parts of the Lüshi 
chunqiu––the relation, the time and the order of composition of which have 
been the subject of long debates––the present study promises to helps us 
gain a better understanding of the process and principles of its creation. 
Moreover, I discuss the appearance of the main protagonist of the Zhou xun, 
Lord Zhaowen of Zhou 周昭文君 (4th c. BC), in the Lüshi chunqiu. In some 
chapters, he is portrayed as a ruler who acquired considerable fame among 
his contemporaries. Especially in the state of Qin, his renown was said to 
have culminated in his recognition as “teacher” (shi 師 ) by King Hui(wen) of 
Qin 秦惠 (文 )王 (356–311 BC, r. 338–311 BC). In view of these attempts 
to establish the (historically unlikely) close ties between Lord Zhaowen (and 
his teachings) and the state of Qin, in the concluding part of this paper, I 
conjecture in regard to the place of origin of the Zhou xun.

Keywords: Zhou xun, Lüshi chunqiu, Zhou Dynasty, the State of Qin, anecdotes

* The present paper was written as part of the ECS project “‘Elevating the Worthy’ and 
‘Mandate of Heaven’ in the Late Warring States Period: Philosophy of the Zhou xun” (project 
no. 22613218), funded by the RGC. I would like to cordially thank P.J. Ivanhoe and Eirik 
Lang Harris for the great support and valuable feedback in regard to the translation and 
interpretation of the Zhou xun, which I received in the setting of a reading group. My sincere 
thanks also go to Yuri Pines for his valuable comments on my translation of the text. Last but 
not least, I am indebted to the two anonymous reviewers, who provided critical comments and 
great improvement suggestions on the first draft of the paper.
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Introduction

This article examines the relationship between the newly discovered 
manuscript Zhou xun  周馴 ( 訓 ) or Instructions of the Zhou and the 
comprehensive philosophical compendium Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 (Annals of 
Lü Buwei) from the last decades before the unification of China under the Qin 
秦 in 221 BC. The direct parallels between the two works involve two lengthy 
anecdotes which show such a high degree of similarity that it necessitates a 
clarification of the direction of borrowing between them. Although the relevant 
parts of the Zhou xun were already tentatively determined as predating the 
Lüshi chunqiu, this assumption was based on the two texts’ common “Daoist” 
traits, their general structure, and Lü Buwei’s 呂不韋 (d. 235 BC) personal 
connection to the supposed place of origin of the Zhou xun.1

However, some of these features, such as their calendrical structure, are 
common to a number of early Chinese texts, while others, such as the “Daoist” 
traits of the Zhou xun2 and its place of origin, are by no means obvious. 
Therefore, a careful analysis of the two textual parallels is in order. The fact 
that the main protagonist of the Zhou xun, Lord Zhaowen of Zhou 周昭文公 
(4th c. BC), plays a prominent role in the Lüshi chunqiu has to be considered 
as well. In addition to clarifying the textual links between the Zhou xun and 
Lüshi chunqiu, this investigation attempts to view them in the context of the 
relationship between the two states they are associated with, namely the Zhou 
周 and Qin 秦 .

I. The Zhou xun 周訓

The Zhou xun is part of the Peking University collection (Beijing daxue 
cang Xi-Han zhushu 北京大學藏西漢竹書 ), a group of bamboo-strip 
manuscripts dated to the Western Han and donated to Peking University in 
2009.3 Being illegally retrieved by a private party, the circumstances of their 

1 Han Wei 韓巍 , “Xi-Han zhushu Zhou xun ruogan wenti de tantao” 西漢竹書《周訓》若

干問題的探討 , in Beijing daxue cang Xi-Han zhushu. San 北京大學藏西漢竹書．叁 , ed. 
Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo 北京大學出土文獻研究所 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 2015), 278.

2 Andrej Fech, “The Zhou xun 周訓 and ‘Elevating the Worthy’ (shang xian 尚賢 ),” Early 
China 41 (2018): 176–77.

3 Beijing daxue chutu wenxian yanjiusuo, “Beijing daxue cang Xi-Han zhushu gaishuo” 北京大
學藏西漢竹書概說 , Wenwu 文物 (2011.6): 49–56, 98.

discovery and curation remain unknown. Hence, the Peking manuscripts, 
alongside the Shanghai Museum and Tsinghua University collections, can 
be characterized as “looted” artefacts. As such, they present scholars with a 
series of concerns. Among the most serious ethical problems is the fact that the 
purchase of looted manuscripts raises the concern of complicity of academics 
in practices of grave desecration by encouraging a black market in stolen 
artefacts.4 As for scholarly issues, not being able to study the manuscripts in 
their original archeological environment gives us only a limited picture of their 
function and purpose.5 The most general problem, however, is that, regardless 
of how genuine a particular looted document might appear to be, we simply 
have no means of proving that it is actually not a forgery, at least when using 
conventional ways of determining the authenticity of manuscripts.6 In the case 
of the Peking University collection, the suspicion of forgery was raised against 
the Laozi 老子 , its most prominent text.7 Even though this suspicion has been 
persuasively refuted,8 the mere fact that it could be raised is indicative of the 
problematic status of the looted manuscripts. 

Being aware of these issues, I believe that not investigating the already 
available looted manuscripts would be equally detrimental given the valuable 
information they contain even in their fragmented state. The study of the texts 
from the Shanghai and Tsinghua collections, has, for instance, changed our 
understanding of early Chinese historiography and philosophy in many ways. 

4 Paul R. Goldin, “Heng Xian and the Problem of Studying Looted Artefacts,” Dao 12 (2013): 
153–60.

5 For the arrangement and function of texts in early Chinese graves, see, for instance, Guolong 
Lai, Excavating the Afterlife: The Archaeology of Early Chinese Religion (Seattle, Wash.: 
University of Washington Press, 2015).

6 As Martin Kern, “‘Xi Shuai’ 蟋蟀 (‘Cricket’) and Its Consequence: Issues in Early Chinese 
Poetry and Textual Studies,” Early China 42 (2019): 45–46, has pointed out, forgers might 
even use blank bamboo strips which are abundant in ancient graves, to make their creation 
pass the carbon-14 dating test. The only solution to that problem would be testing the ink that 
characters were written in.

7 Xing Wen 邢文 , “Beida jian Laozi bianwei” 北大簡《老子》辨僞 , Guangming Daily 光明
日報 , August 8, 2016, 16.

8 See Christopher J. Foster, “Introduction to the Peking University Han Bamboo Strips: On 
the Authentication and Study of Purchased Manuscripts,” Early China 40 (2017): 167–239; 
Thies Staack, “Could the Peking University Laozi 老子 Really be a Forgery? Some Skeptical 
Remarks,” heiDOK – The Heidelberg Document Repository at Heidelberg University, January 
10, 2017, accessed April 20, 2020, http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/volltextserver/22453/1/
Staack_2017_Peking%20University%20Laozi.pdf.


